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Earth and its terrestrial genome
continue to be TRANSformed by a
geocosmic chrysalisation whereby
[humanity] male/female (and all
polarity) is intrinsically, spiritually
whole; and resisting this at-one-ment
with ourselves and Truth will further
unbalance our climate making the
planet inhospitable, requiring radical
intervention amidst global “weeping,
wailing and gnashing of teeth.”

Knowing we’re all in this
together: since the spring of
2014, we’ve been on a fixed
trajectory of customs versus
compulsions that determines a
crowning Jupiter/Uranus fire
trine of dramatic innovation
and breakthrough in 2015!

The solar eclipse in Pisces on the
2015 vernal equinox signals
rising/simmering oceans with an
increase in spirituality, healing and
redemption amidst a “viral”
vulnerability to en masse dis-ease
and delusion.  Fortunately 2015’s
Mercury retrogrades are in the air
signs (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius)
affording humanity with three
periods in winter, spring, fall for
reassessing techno-socio-political
currency via ethics and equality.

The 2014-2015 fully eclipsed cardinal
blood moon tetrad portends stages of
chrysalisation – the 4 angels of the
Apocalypse, bearing the winds of
karma, enjoined by dharma to
seal/re-enforce/preserve justice and
equality on earth.  With the third
blood moon in Libra, and its ruler
Venus rising in conjunction this
summer to Jupiter, creating a rarefied
star, only active faith, hope, and love
lead the way into 2016.

Amidst retrograding resources, values
and relationships, seeding summer’s
celestial trends with increasing
unexplained phenomenon are
miracles & healings, and sightings &
wonders in the empyrean. Like cycles
navigating the ecliptic, as we
exchange material style for spiritual
substance, rising signs are cast, and
with Scriptural reproof: “the last shall
be first, and the first last.”
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Sabian Symbol 4/29/14 Taurus New Moon:
A fully decorated Christmas Tree

Sabian Symbol 10/23/14 Scorpio New Moon:
A crowded sightseeing bus on a city street
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From Eve’s Genesis to Virgo’s Revelation
Lynette Shelley / Frank Bearden

Gaia’s cosmology in 2015
elicits, evokes, evinces
engrams from Eden to a
Virgin’s revelation where
Tigris meets Euphrates and
Kronos meets Kyros;

our conflicted humanity
returns to the beginning of
individual accountability in
desperate need of revelation.
(Genesis 2:10-14 to Revelation
12:1-6)

New Moon Total Solar Eclipse 3/20/15 Full Blood Total Lunar Eclipse 4/4/15
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